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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Empirical research in Jewish education has found almost exclusive
use of transmission pedagogy among Jewish studies teachers. This
study hoped to fill out the empirical landscape by studying Jewish
studies teachers who prioritize student-driven interpretation. It
followed six Jewish studies teachers in four different Jewish elementary schools who all professed a commitment to studentdriven textual interpretation. It found that in such classrooms
there was a clear pattern of teaching moves. This article offers a
detailed portrait of the previously undocumented Jewish studies
pedagogy, interpretive facilitation.
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When theorists of Jewish education discuss their visions for Jewish education, they
often articulate two priorities. First, students should emerge from their Jewish
education literate in Jewish knowledge and ideas. Second, students should emerge
feeling like they can access Jewish texts on their own, adding their own voices and
novel interpretations. Michael Rosenak (2003), for example, one of the most
famous philosophers of Jewish education, wrote that Jewish educators should
“feel obligated to pass [Jewish tradition] on to children.” Ideally, these children will
come to feel as if they “have no choice, but to themselves continue a historical
chain of (Jewish) being” (p. 188). Here, Rosenak is focused on the priority of
literacy and transmission. In the next paragraph, however, Rosenak extolled the
virtue of “Loyal Critique.” He wrote that educated Jews should not see critique as
disloyal, but rather as “innovative and restorative.” Here, Rosenak is focused on
the priority of cultivating students’ capacity for independent thought and interpretation when reading Jewish texts. The very act of challenging the tradition and
finding one’s own meaning can transform Jewish tradition for the better.1
In his book on the teaching of Hebrew Bible, Barry Holtz echoed Rosenak’s
two educational priorities. Holtz (2003) argued that the project of Jewish teaching
is “passing on the content and the riches of the Jewish past,” but it is also, in the
words of philosopher Michael Oakeshott, “an unrehearsed intellectual adventure”
CONTACT Ziva R. Hassenfeld is a post doctoral fellow at the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Center for Studies in
Jewish Education at Brandeis University whose research explores the tools and reading strategies young children
employ when reading Biblical texts as well as the pedagogies necessary to create classrooms that privilege student
ziva.r.hassenfeld@gmail.com
textual interpretation.
1
Rosenak discusses these two educational priorities throughout his large body of work. See also Rosenak (1986,
1987, 1995, 2011).
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in which students learn to make their own contributions to a “great unending
conversation” (pp. 37–38). Holtz, like Rosenak, regarded these two outcomes as
top priorities for Jewish education.2 In addition to Rosenak and Holtz, many other
theorists of Jewish education have articulated these two priorities (e.g., Alexander,
2011; Meyer, 2003; Scheffler, 2003).
These writers set a high bar for Jewish studies teachers. They ask of them not
only to teach students Jewish literacy, but also to empower them to interpret
Jewish texts on their own, arriving at their own meaning and able to evaluate the
persuasiveness of alternative meanings. As a goal to aspire toward, this is a very
good thing. Research in general education has documented the variety of
benefits that come from an approach to text instruction that prioritizes students’
textual inquiry in the classroom (Aukerman, 2007; Burbules, 1993; Cazden,
2001; Chinn, Anderson, & Waggoner, 2001; Copenhaver, 2001; Dyson, 1993;
Eeds & Wells, 1989; Lewis, 1993; Paley, 1986; Reznitskaya et al., 2001). But when
combined with the additional goal of Jewish literacy, this becomes a tall order.
One could understandably ask, therefore, whether practicing Jewish studies teachers are meeting this high bar? Unfortunately, the empirical literature on Jewish studies classrooms is sparse (Pomson, 2011). And those
studies that do investigate the teaching and learning of Jewish texts in
Jewish studies classrooms tend to do so through intervention studies aimed
at assessing particular curricula—e.g., how do students feel about learning the
documentary hypothesis (Tanchel, 2008); how does the mode of art impact
students’ learning (Reingold, 2014; Reingold 2015); how can teachers cultivate students’ spirituality (Sigel, 2006; Simon, 1998); and whether or not
elementary students can be taught academic Midrash (Sigel, 2009).
In fact, only a few studies have addressed the specific question of how actual,
full-time Jewish studies teachers teach Jewish texts. These few studies find that
Jewish studies teachers almost exclusively focus on teaching students Jewish
literacy, that is, transmitting Jewish knowledge and ideas (Bekerman &
Kopelowitz, 2008; Galili-Shachter, 2011; Katzin, 2015; Lehmann, 2008; Segal &
Bekerman, 2009). Bekerman and Rosenfeld (2011), for example, described classrooms in which “students receive continuous explanations by the ‘experts’ (i.e.,
teachers”; pp. 48–49). Bekerman and Kopelowitz (2008), in their study of 14
different Jewish studies teachers across day schools in different countries, found
that all the teachers adopted a pedagogy aimed at “transferring knowledge from
the texts to the children’s minds.” They explained that these classrooms did not
allow for a student to “engage the text critically on his or her own terms” (p.
333). Devra Lehmann (2008), in her study comparing the text pedagogies of an
English teacher and a Jewish studies teacher in one Jewish day school, found that
while the English teacher’s pedagogy promoted students’ independent meaning
making and interpretation, the Jewish studies teacher’s pedagogy focused on
2

Holtz makes this point elsewhere as well. See Holtz (1999, 2011).
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transmitting knowledge to students. She explained that the Jewish studies
teacher “wanted above all to develop Jews who were committed to their tradition.” “This commitment,” she continued, “entailed not only knowledge of the
tradition, but also a sense of one’s own smallness in relation to its wisdom and
authority” (p. 312). She reported that the Jewish studies teacher “deemphasized
the classroom participants themselves” (p. 312), and treated student contributions as “digressions on the way to the tradition, the real substance of the class”
(p. 304). Ori Katzin (2015), in his study of new teachers in Israel, all graduates of
the prestigious Revivim teacher training program at Hebrew University, found
that 11 out of 13 teachers used “positivist teaching-as-transmission” pedagogies
in their classrooms. Katzin explained that in these classrooms “the teacher
transmits processed knowledge while clarifying, demonstrating, interpreting
and explaining.” The students, Katzin reported, are asked to “passively absorb
processed and clarified information” (pp. 296–297).
This small collection of empirical research has consistently found that Jewish
studies teachers focus on transmitting to students Jewish knowledge to the
exclusion of cultivating students’ capacities to interpret classical Jewish texts
on their own and make their own meaning. And yet, the pedagogical landscape
depicted by the current empirical research seems somehow limited. As invested
scholars, consumers, and producers of Jewish education, we know that there are
Jewish studies teachers who prioritize developing their students’ capacity for
independent interpretation and meaning making. This study hoped to study
such teachers, exploring the pedagogies they use. Specifically, it asked:
●

What text pedagogies do Jewish studies teachers committed to developing
students’ capacity for independent interpretation and meaning making
use when teaching classical Jewish texts?

Methods
Sites

This study took place in four different K-8 Jewish day schools in a large
metropolitan area on the West Coast. Three of the Jewish day schools in this
study were liberal day schools. One of the Jewish day schools in this study
was an Orthodox school. I contacted all the Jewish day schools in the area. I
had hoped that two Orthodox day schools would agree to participate, but
only one agreed. Two of the liberal day schools were community schools. Of
these two community schools, one was in a more affluent area and the other
was in a more middle class area. The affluent school had high enrollment and
attracted a mix of Israeli families, children of Jewish professionals, and
Silicon Valley families. Each grade had its own Jewish studies teacher. The
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second community school had smaller enrollment. One Jewish studies teacher taught multiple grades. The third liberal day school was formally
affiliated with the Conservative movement. It attracted a diverse set of
families, some of whom were involved in the Conservative movement, and
many of whom were not. The modern Orthodox school reflected the small
and diverse Orthodox community it served. It attracted traditional but
nonobservant Sefardi families, Israeli families, Chabad families, Kollel
families, and a small group of modern Orthodox families. Because of the
diverse population, the school navigated an unintended sort of pluralism.

Participants

I selected the focal teachers from each of the four schools through theory-based
sampling (Patton, 1990). I hypothesized that counter to existing empirical
research (Bekerman & Kopelowitz, 2008; Galili-Shachter, 2011; Katzin, 2015;
Lehmann, 2008; Segal & Bekerman, 2009), there are Jewish studies teachers
who adopt pedagogies aimed at developing students’ capacity for independent
interpretation and meaning making of classical Jewish texts. But education
research as a whole has found that such pedagogies are rare even in general
education (Nystrand, 1997). To increase the likelihood of observing this type
of teaching, I interviewed teachers before recruiting them and selected teachers
who told me that they prioritize student interpretive work in their classrooms.
In the end, I selected six Jewish studies teachers who were, in their own selfdescriptions, committed to developing students’ capacity for independent
interpretation and meaning making of classical Jewish texts.
This study included Jewish studies classrooms ranging from second grade
through sixth grade. The study included one second-grade class, one fourthgrade classes, two fifth-grade classes, and two sixth-grade classes. Table 1
displays the six Jewish studies teachers included in the final sample.

Data collection

There were three data sources in this study: initial interview, classroom
observations, and post-observation stimulated recall interviews. This article
Table 1. Participating teachers.
Name
Yonatan
Ruth
Aaron
Rachel
Matan
Rabbi Goldman

School
Liberal #1
Liberal #1
Liberal #1
Liberal #2
Liberal #3
Orthodox #1

Gender
M
F
M
F
M
M

Grade
2
5
6
5
6
4
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will focus on the data collected from the first two data sources: initial interview and classroom observations.
Initial interview
The purpose of the initial interview was to collect background information on
the teachers’ teaching experiences as well as to learn more about their educational beliefs and goals. This allowed me to identify teachers who professed a
commitment to developing students’ independent interpretation and meaning
making of classical Jewish texts. The interviews were semi-structured. There
were a number of questions that I made sure to pose in every interview,
including asking them to articulate their educational goals (see Appendix A),
but the particular follow-up questions were unique to each interview and
depended upon each teacher’s answers. To give teachers maximal flexibility in
articulating their goals, I avoided introducing any specific terms such as literacy,
Jewish knowledge, independent interpretation or student meaning making.
Class observation
The teachers selected the classes that I observed and recorded. I did not mind
observing the teachers’ “best” classes. I wanted to see how the teachers taught
texts under ideal conditions. During class observation, I minimized my interactions with the teacher and the students. I sat either in the back or to one side
of the classroom taking notes. While observing, I jotted notes (Emerson, Fretz,
& Shaw, 2011) about the teacher’s reactions throughout class as well as about
students’ comments. Immediately after leaving the school site I wrote additional field notes. For each teacher, I observed between four to six classes.
Data analysis
Classes
This study set out to document the pedagogies adopted by Jewish studies
teachers who prioritized student interpretation and meaning making of
classical Jewish texts. In order to document such pedagogies, I needed to
first operationalize the teachers’ pedagogies and see if there were any patterns. After transcribing all of the observed classes, I divided the classroom
transcripts into topical episodes. I counted each topic that came up in class
discussion as an episode. A topic was defined as a portion of class discussion
focused on a single question posed either by a teacher or a student. If the
teacher moved on to a new question, I started a new episode. If students
came back to the question, it was included in the topical episode as a reprise.
To develop a coding scheme, I read through the transcripts of the classroom observations several times. I used open coding (Corbin & Strauss,
2008) to begin exploring patterns in the data. I found that more than any
other teaching move, questions determined the nature of discourse and style
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of teaching. Some teachers asked questions where they seemed to have a
particular answer in mind from the outset, though often this was revealed not
in the syntax of the question, but only in the teacher’s responses to student
answers. Education researcher and theorist Martin Nystrand calls these types
of questions test questions (1997). Other teachers asked questions where
students were free to follow their own interpretive priorities in offering
answers. Nystrand calls these types of questions authentic questions (1997).
Focusing on which types of questions were asked allowed me to divide the
topical episodes into two categories: transmission and interpretive facilitation.
Test questions led to transmission episodes. Authentic questions led to interpretive facilitation episodes.
Two additional topics emerged in the transcripts that were not covered by
teacher questions: lecture and classroom logistics. Lecture referred to moments
in class when a student asked a question and the teacher responded with an
authoritative answer. Classroom logistics referred to moments in class where
the students and teacher discussed something not related to the text but
having to do with the class at large (schedule, homework questions, etc.).
Because of the focus of this research, I did not further analyze the episodes
coded as classroom logistics.3 I provide a complete codebook with a summarizing table of my codes in Appendix B.
Transmission
I coded as transmission those topical episodes where the teacher tried to
transmit a particular understanding, lesson, or piece of Jewish knowledge to
students. Transmission topical episodes usually began with a teacher test
question. In these cases, the teacher would pose a question and solicit student
responses. The teacher would then evaluate each student response until
either a student gave the answer the teacher had in mind, or the teacher
decided to tell the students the “right” answer to the question.
Those episodes coded as lecture were also double-coded as transmission. In
these topical episodes a student would ask a question and the teacher would
then respond to the student question with an authoritative answer. At the end
of the teacher’s answer, the teacher would either pose a new question or a
different student would ask a new question beginning a new topical episode.
Interpretive facilitation
I coded as interpretive facilitation those topical episodes where the teacher
facilitated students’ independent interpretation and meaning making.
3

Two topical episodes did not fit any of these codes. In these two cases, a student read a biblical verse and another
student immediately offered an interpretation without being prompted by a question. In both cases the
interpretation was unrelated to any previous topic that came up. Although it would be justifiable to code
these topical episodes as interpretive facilitation, after all, the teacher did not constrain students’ interpretations, I
excluded these episodes from my formal analysis because they did not begin with a question and did not fit
under the code classroom logistics.
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Interpretive facilitation episodes began with an authentic question either
posed by the teachers themselves or asked by a student and then posed by
the teacher to the class as a whole. In these cases, it became clear that the
teacher did not have a “right” answer in mind. As these interactions
unfolded, the teacher intervened only to facilitate students’ discussion of
their interpretations, that is, to enforce behavioral norms, to restate a student
comment to make sure other students understood, to ask a follow-up question, or to call on the next speaker. These topical episodes concluded with the
teacher announcing that the class had to move on to the next part of the text
or a student asking a new question or offering an answer to an earlier
question. Often, these topical episodes were reprised throughout the class
as students would get called on later in class and then use their talk turns to
return to an older discussion.
A second rater trained on six topical episodes and then, with the codebook
open, independently coded 22 topical episodes by pedagogy, that is, transmission or interpretive facilitation. The two raters agreed in 91.3% of cases
(Cohen’s κ = .81). For the subcodes the two raters agreed in 80% of cases (see
Appendix B). Because the subcodes were not mutually exclusive, it was not
possible to calculate Cohen’s κ for these codes.
Findings
Despite my effort to create a sample of teachers who all focused on cultivating
students’ capacity for independent interpretation and meaning making, only
two of the teachers in my sample actually adopted such pedagogies in their
actual teaching. Four out of the six teachers, despite their stated commitment to
student-driven interpretation, nonetheless, taught toward the more traditional
goal of literacy, transmitting Jewish knowledge and ideas. While this was
initially very disappointing and a somewhat sobering finding, it should not be
too surprising. Researchers in general education have documented the pervasive misalignment between teachers’ abstract definitions of good discussions
and their actual text discussions. Teachers often articulate the value of openended inquiry when discussing their teaching, but then conduct classroom
discussions that resemble standard recitation teaching (Alvermann, O’Brien,
& Dillon, 1990). Thus, more than anything, this research supports the previous
empirical research that transmission pedagogy is, indeed, the most prevalent
pedagogy in Jewish studies classrooms (see Figure 1 and Table 11).
But, there were two teachers in the sample who did adopt an alternative
pedagogy, one that encouraged and developed students’ independent interpretation and meaning making of classical Jewish texts. These two teachers
actively engaged their students in constructing interpretations of the text
rather than checking to see if their students had arrived at predetermined
interpretations, ideas, or answers. In these classrooms the teachers ask
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Figure 1. Teachers’ classes coded for transmission and interpretive facilitation.

authentic questions that opened up text discussion, instead of asking test
questions that dominated the transmission classrooms. As a result, the observer of these classrooms experiences a distinctively different classroom
dynamic. While, of course, all teachers had moments where they engaged
both pedagogies, as shown in Figure 1, each teacher had a clear proclivity
toward one pedagogy that shaped the classroom culture. Most significantly,
there was a clear pattern of teaching moves in these classrooms, remarkably
similar to one another and distinct from the other four transmission classrooms that taught toward Jewish literacy.
The two pedagogies discussed below align with a broader, and well-know
dichotomy in education. Saunders and Goldenberg (1996) aptly summarized it
as the “traditional versus alternative, transmission versus constructivism, direct
teaching versus assisted performance, sage on the stage versus guide from the side,
and so on” (p. 140) dichotomy. The findings of this research, however, explore the
particular manifestation of the dichotomy in the context of Jewish education.

Transmission pedagogy

Four of the teachers in this study spent their class time transmitting discrete
Jewish knowledge in the form of authoritative interpretations. To do so, they
adopted a transmission pedagogy. They engaged their students in the
Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) sequence (Mehan, 1982), asking students questions and then evaluating students’ answers. In these classrooms
the questions and answers were preset by the teacher and the contributions
of the students affected the script very little. These classrooms were characterized by five paradigmatic teacher moves (see Table 2).
In demonstrating what transmission pedagogy looks like in the classroom,
I will present two portraits from two different classrooms. In the two
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Table 2. Transmission pedagogy.
Transmission Pedagogy: Five Teacher Moves
The teacher asked the class a question.
The teacher called on students to offer answers to the teacher’s question.
The teacher evaluated the students’ answers.
After letting a number of students offer answers to the question, the teacher told the students the
“right” answer.
5. The teacher then proceeded to elaborate on his or her answer for a while.
1.
2.
3.
4.

portraits below, each teacher tries to transmit discrete Jewish knowledge to
their students. They enforce an authoritative interpretation of the text that
promotes a Jewish idea the teacher wants students to know. The teacher
begins by asking a question about the meaning of the text, encouraging
students to generate possible interpretations. At first glance, these questions
seem authentic, but as the conversation unfolds, it becomes increasingly clear
that the teacher has a particular answer in mind (teacher move #1). These
interactions are characterized by long IRE sequences in which students offer
answers that the teacher then evaluates (teacher move #2 and #3). If the
students never arrive at the “right” answer, the teacher speaks at length,
telling students the answer (teacher move #4 and #5). The recurring pattern
reveals that the teachers posed questions only so that students would generate the answers they were looking for. Each of the four teachers adopted
the transmission pedagogy in their own style, waiting more or less time until
they revealed the “right” answer, and pushing students more or less hard to
produce that “right” answer. Nonetheless, the cycle of five teacher moves was
consistent throughout.
Ruth4

Ruth, a Jewish studies teacher in her mid 40s, teaches with exaggerated
gestures and high volume exuberance. But outside of class she has a quiet
and reflective demeanor. She has been teaching Jewish studies in schools and
in adult education programs for the last 6 years. In her initial interview she
articulated her teaching goals as follows:
I have a two-fold goal, operating at cross purposes, feeling empowered to do their own
interpretation, to ask their own questions, but also giving them some of that basic
knowledge and vocabulary, making them familiar with the legends of our people.

In her actual teaching, she seemed to teach exclusively toward the second goal.
In one class, Ruth and her students studied the creation story in Genesis 1. Ruth
asked the question, “What could it mean that we are created ‘in the Image of
God?’” Below, I include the translation of the biblical text used in class in the left
column, and my commentary in the right column (see Table 3).
4

Ruth is a rabbi. But her pseudonym reflects the fact that she went by her first name at school.
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Table 3. Text of Genesis 1.
What could it mean that we are created “in the
Image of God”?
Genesis 1:25 And God made wild beasts of each
kind and cattle of every kind and crawling things
on the ground of each kind. And God saw that it
was good. And God said, “Come let us make man
in Our Image, in Our Likeness, in order to rule
over the fish of the sea and the birds of the sky,
and the wild beasts and the crawling things that
crawl upon the earth.” And God created man in
His Image, in the Image of God, He created him,
male and female He created them. And God
blessed them and God said to them, “Be fruitful
and multiply, fill the earth and conquer it. Rule
over the fish of the sea and the birds of the sky
and every beast that roams the earth.”

The biblical text states several times that God
created humans in God’s Image. What exactly this
phrase means has occupied the minds of Jewish
commentators for centuries. The text itself gives no
hint as to what it might mean that humans were
created in God’s Image, except perhaps that being
male and female is somehow in God’s Image.

The biblical text seems to demand that Ruth’s question be authentic since the
text does not offer an explicit answer. Nonetheless, as the classroom dialogue
unfolds, it becomes clear that Ruth has a particular answer in mind (see Table 4).
Table 4. Ruth’s Transmission Episode.
Classroom Interaction
Commentary
Teacher: Who can give me an example of what it Ruth asks the seemingly authentic question: what
could mean that we’re created “in the Image of does the text mean when it says that we are
God”? Now what’s a way that we could show that created “in the Image of God?”
we’re created “in the Image of God”? Or that we
know it?
Becca: When we say God is in our image and we’re
in the Image of God, then I would think God was
a humanoid figure. And then I was thinking,
wouldn’t God descend in the shape of a human
(and not a pillar of cloud)?

Becca’s answer equates “image” very literally with
something that is seen and suggests that God is a
“humanoid figure” and would “descend in the
shape of a human.”

Teacher: That’s not what mainstream Judaism
thinks. So if we don’t look like God physically, if
it’s not actually the figure of God, what are ways
we are like God?

Ruth doesn’t exactly reject this answer, but she tries
to steer the class away from thinking of God
“physically.” She lets the class know that what’s
important is not their answers, but rather what
mainstream Judaism thinks.

AJ: I think it means that if you look at earth from
space it’s sort of like a giant floating head
watching over us

AJ tries, but also interprets the text as asserting a
physical detail about God.

Teacher: Okay, we’re still getting into the Image of Ruth negatively evaluates AJ’s answer and tells
God, but putting aside image give me another students to think along completely different lines:
possible way that we could be like God?
they need to put aside “image” and think about
how “we could be like God.”
Naomi: Thinking of people.

A third student tries, but Ruth doesn’t acknowledge
the answer.

Teacher: Do you remember from earlier in the year, Giving up, Ruth moves into telling. She tells
me’hu rahum ata rahum, just as God shows
students that we are like God when we show mercy
rahamim (mercy) you too should show rahamim and kindness.
(mercy)? So every time we show rahamim
(mercy) or chesed (kindness) we’re like God.
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In this portrait, Ruth asked one of the most famous questions in Jewish
tradition. But as the discourse unfolded, and her students didn’t give answers
she liked, the question revealed itself as a test question (teacher move #1).
Ruth tried to push her students into the answer she wanted, evaluating the
answers they gave (teacher move #2 and #3). Finally, after giving them some
space to guess, she told them the “right” answer. The biblical words, “in the
Image of God,” teach the important ethical and theological lesson that God is
merciful and therefore, we should be too (teacher move #4). Ruth often gave
her students a chance to answer her questions, but was always ready with the
“right” answer. Of the 15 total topical episodes in her observed classes, 11
were coded as transmission pedagogy. Appendix C includes a complete
breakdown of Ruth’s classroom transcripts.
Matan
Matan, an active liberal Jew in his mid 20s, has been teaching in his current
school for the past 4 years. He is the primary Jewish studies teacher for the
entire middle school. He teaches sixth, seventh and eighth grade. In his initial
interview he described his class as follows:
I’m pretty explicit about it that I really encourage questions. I really encourage
disagreement, and I really encourage critical thinking. I will not tell them what I
personally think. . . . And when I offer an interpretation, I want them to offer an
alternative, or to push back on it.

Actual observations of Matan’s class revealed a different dynamic in his
classroom.
In one class, Matan opened by asking, “Why do we celebrate Shabbat?”
The students studied the text of the Friday night blessing over wine, which
many Jews recite to mark the beginning of Shabbat. The text combines a
biblical passage with a formal blessing. As will be shown shortly, Matan
fixates on one possible answer to his question and treats it as authoritative.
Table 5 includes the translation of the biblical text used in class in the left
column and my own commentary on the text in response to Matan’s question in the right column.
Matan’s question could have been intended to push students to read the text
closely and to discover all these possible answers and perhaps others. Instead,
Matan rejected all answers but the one he had in mind (see Table 6).
In this portrait, Matan exemplified the pattern of transmission pedagogy.
He asked a question that could be an authentic question but turned out to be
a test question (teacher move #1). He then engaged the students in an IRE
sequence. Confident that the answer was obvious, Matan gave his students a
lot of space to come up with it (teacher move #2 and #3). Finally, when the
students failed to fully guess the answer that Matan wanted (Gil partially
guessed it), he told them the answer (teacher move #4). Of the 21 total topical
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Table 5. Text of Friday Night Blessing over the Wine.
Why do we celebrate Shabbat?
God saw all that had been made and it was very good.
There was evening and there was morning, the sixth day
was complete.
The sky and the earth and all their contents were
completed.
On the seventh day God completed all the skilled labor.
God ceased (Shabbat) from all skilled labor.
God blessed the seventh day and declared it holy,
The word “because” indicates that this line
because on that day God ceased from all the acts of might be an answer to the question of why we
creation (Genesis 2:1-3).
celebrate Shabbat, i.e., because “on that day God
ceased…”
Blessed are You, Adonai, Our God, Ruler of the
Universe, Creator of the fruit of the vine.

Blessed are You, Adonai
Our God, Ruler of the Universe
who made us holy with your commandments and
favored us.
Your holy Shabbat in love and favor
You gave us as our heritage,
a reminder of the acts of Creation.

God is blessed for an act of creating wine,
which may imply that Shabbat is a holiday
celebrating creation and specifically the
creation of wine.
This line offers two possible answers: we
celebrate Shabbat as our heritage, or we
celebrate Shabbat as a reminder of creation.

For it is first among the days called holy a reminder of This line offers a fifth possible answer: we
the Exodus from Egypt.
celebrate Shabbat as a reminder of the Exodus
from Egypt and as a sign of our separation
from “all other peoples.”
For You have chosen us to serve you and set us apart
from all other peoples;
Your holy Shabbat with love and favor, You have given
us as our heritage.
Blessed are you, Adonai
who makes Shabbat holy.

episodes in his observed classes, 18 were coded as transmission pedagogy.
Appendix C includes a complete breakdown of Matan’s classroom
observations.
Interpretive facilitation pedagogy

Two of the teachers in this study did in fact teach in such a way that
encouraged student interpretation and meaning making. These classrooms
were also characterized by five paradigmatic teacher moves, but a very
different set than those of the transmission pedagogy presented above.
These teachers allowed students to discuss their own textual questions and
generate their own answers. They refrained from identifying a correct
answer. In these classrooms students drove discussion. Teachers facilitated
this sort of learning through five paradigmatic teacher moves (see Table 7).
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Table 6. Matan’s Transmission Episode.
Classroom Interaction
Teacher: Okay according to this text why do we
celebrate Shabbat? Sara?

Commentary
Matan starts off with a potentially authentic question
(given the ambiguous language of the text).

Sara: We celebrate Shabbat because God rested on
Shabbat.
Teacher: So that’s a really interesting answer. Where Matan asks for textual evidence, seemingly
are you getting it from?
interested in Sara’s answer.
Sara: “On the seventh day God completed all skilled
labor. God ceased from all skilled labor. God
blessed the seventh day and declared it holy,
because on that day God ceased from all acts of
creation.”

Sara provides textual evidence that apparently
supports her reading. We celebrate Shabbat
because it is a holy day. And it is a holy day, as the
text says, because God ceased from creation on that
day.

Teacher: Okay, so Sara, I understand that on the
seventh day of the world after God had six days
of creating the world God rested. Right? So Sarah,
why do we celebrate Shabbat? We didn’t create
the world.

Matan rejects Sara’s answer despite her provided
textual evidence. He repeats his question
emphasizing the word “we.” Given Sara’s answer
and use of textual evidence, it is not clear what else
Matan is looking for. It is clear, however, that Sara’s
answer is not sufficient.

Sara: Well I don’t know.

Apparently unsure what else to say, Sara gives up.

Teacher: That’s a really important question right.
Just because God did something, God does a lot
of things that we don’t necessarily emulate, we
don’t necessarily copy. Why do we celebrate
Shabbat?

Matan once again repeats his question. Despite the
fact Sara never used the word “emulate,” Matan
acts as if she did, revealing his own reason for
rejecting her answer.

Shoshi: You know how on Friday night we bless the Shoshi tries. She suggests that we celebrate
wine? We celebrate Shabbat because we should Shabbat in order to thank God for creating wine.
give thanks to God that God created the wine.
Teacher: Okay where is that found in the text?

Again, Matan requests textual evidence, seemingly
interested in her answer.

Shoshi: Um, like at the top of the left side.

Shoshi points to the first blessing in the text, which
blesses God for creating the fruit of the vine.

Teacher: Okay great. So what does it have to do
Matan asks a question that implies Shoshi’s answer is
with Shabbat? God creates a lot of things. God wrong. Like Sara, Shoshi has offered an interpretation
and used textual evidence to support it.
makes bread, God makes grass, God makes
rainbows. So why do you think specifically God
creating the fruit of the vine is the reason for why
we celebrate Shabbat?
Shoshi: I’m not sure.

Unsure of what Matan is looking for, Shoshi gives
up.

Teacher: Okay so maybe that’s not the reason. Any Matan rejects Shoshi’s answer. Matan asks for more
other guesses? Gil?
“guesses,” suggesting that what he is after is not
any textually defensible answer but a particular
answer.
Gil: Maybe we celebrate Shabbat because it is our
heritage.

Finally, a student guesses the right answer. He even
qualifies his answer with “maybe” implying that he
is unsure.

Teacher: Ah can you point to that line? Please show Unlike when other students offered textual
us where on the page it is.
evidence, Matan directs the class’s attention to the
line Gil identified and he begins to read.
Gil reads

(Continued )
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Table 6. (Continued).
Classroom Interaction

Commentary
Teacher: Let’s all put our finger there please.
Teacher reads, “you gave us our heritage.”

Teacher: We’ll come back to that word in a minute. Matan moves into telling the students more about
Okay so let’s unpack that for a minute. After God the “right” answer.
created the world, after God did something
amazing, after something came into existence
from nothing, something that had not been
there, and that thing is of course the universe!
After the universe came into existence, God
created a holy day, a seventh day. I want to be
clear here that does not mean that the seventh
day was holy for everybody through all of time,
that’s not the reason why we celebrate Shabbat.
That’s not the reason why Shabbat is a holiday
every week for the Jews. It’s because God then
did something with it and what was that thing
Sara?
Sara: Creation.

Matan concludes by testing Sara, hoping, perhaps
to confirm that she has abandoned her answer in
favor of his own.

Teacher: No.

When Sara maintains her original answer, that
Shabbat is a celebration of creation, Matan simply
rejects her answer with the word, “No.”

Sara: It says we celebrate Shabbat because of
creation.

Nonetheless, Sara persists, pointing out additional
textual evidence. That is, the text explicitly states
that Shabbat is “a reminder of the acts of creation.”

Teacher: No, it’s the line before it, “Your holy
Shabbat, in love and favor, You gave us as our
heritage.”

Matan proceeds to elaborate on the “right” answer.

Table 7. Interpretive facilitation pedagogy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interpretive Facilitation Pedagogy: Five Teacher Moves
A student read a verse or two and the teacher called on a student to ask a question.
The teacher repeated the question and invited students’ responses.
The teacher asked follow up questions to the students’ responses.
After a student had elaborated on their response, the teacher summarized it for the whole class.
The teacher then called on another student to offer a response to the original question.

In both portraits presented below, the teacher begins by posing an authentic
question to the class about the meaning of the text the students are studying. These
questions are in response to a student comment or question (teacher move #1 and
#2). As the students discuss the authentic question, the teacher intervenes only to
facilitate, that is, to enforce behavioral norms, to restate a student comment to
make sure other students understand, to ask a follow-up question, or to call on the
next speaker (teacher move #3). In discussing possible answers to the authentic
question, students exercise interpretive agency and engage in rich collaborative
textual interpretation (teacher move #4 and #5).
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Yonatan
Yonatan is a veteran Jewish studies teacher who has taught in the same school
for over 10 years. Alongside his day school teaching he also teachers in synagogues and Hebrew schools. In his initial interview he explained the following:
The big goal is constant interaction with the text. . . . I want them to be able to,
each student individually, try to answer [textual] questions by making text-to-text
connections, by making inferences based on clues in the text, by visualizing what’s
happening in the text . . . by being able to pull parts of the pasukim (verses) out,
and show how they would support their idea.

Yonatan’s class embodied these goals.
In one class, Yonatan’s second-grade students studied the story of Joseph.
They had reached the point where Joseph is falsely accused of attempting to
seduce a high-ranking Egyptian official’s wife (Potiphar’s wife). Joseph
spends 2 years in jail where he becomes famous for interpreting other
prisoners’ dreams. Meanwhile, Pharaoh has a dream that none of his advisors
is able to interpret. Joseph is pulled out of prison, interprets the dream, and is
rewarded by Pharaoh. In the classroom discussion that follows (see Table 8),
a student asked why Pharaoh would so lavishly reward a prisoner. In their
discussion, the students reference other parts of the Joseph narrative that
they have studied (Genesis 37– Genesis 41).
In this portrait, a student generated the initial question. Yonatan posed an
authentic question to the class that built on the student’s initial question (teacher
move #1 and #2). The students then tested out ideas, challenged each other, and
defended their interpretations, ultimately, returning to the text to gather more
evidence. Yonatan facilitated but did not evaluate. He left space for a student to ask
an authentic question stepping in only to rephrase the question so everyone could
understand (teacher move #3 and #4). Throughout the rest of the interaction, he
hung back. In the end, two students engaged in debate using textual evidence.
Yonatan created the space for them to engage in independent interpretation and
meaning making of the biblical text. Of course, there were times when Yonatan
engaged transmission pedagogy, usually at the beginning of a text discussion when
reviewing the last biblical text they had studied, but the overall emphasis in text
discussion was open-ended, student-driven inquiry. Of the 47 total topical episodes in his observed classes, 38 were coded as interpretive facilitation like the one
above.5 Appendix C includes a complete breakdown of Yonatan’s classroom
observations.

5

Yonatan began his classes with a review of the portion of the biblical text they had studied the class before. He
would ask the students review questions. For example, “What was in Pharaoh’s dreams?” These 3-minute review
sessions at the beginning of whole class text discussions (which often ran through the entire class period)
accounted for eight of the nine topical episodes coded as transmission. Arguably, these 3 minutes of class should
not have even been included in the data.
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Table 8. Yonatan’s interpretive facilitation episode.
Classroom Interaction
Commentary
Shayna: Why is he putting a prisoner in charge?!!! Shayna poses the question that the class ends up
You can’t trust a prisoner. They did something
discussing. She asks why Pharaoh would put a
bad enough to be put into prison so how can you prisoner in charge.
trust them with your whole entire house?
Josh calls out: Joseph didn’t do anything bad. (x2) Josh takes issue with Shayna’s claim that any
prisoner must have done “something bad enough
to be put into prison.”
Teacher: Oh Josh, raise your hand.

Yonatan steps in, but purely to facilitate. He
enforces a classroom rule that you must raise your
hand and be called on to speak.

Shayna: But he was in jail and Potiphar, and
Pharaoh didn’t know what he did.

Shayna defends her initial question against Josh’s
critique. She clarifies that, although the reader
knows that Joseph is innocent, Pharaoh doesn’t. All
Pharaoh knows is that Joseph was in jail.

Teacher: Why would Pharaoh put a prisoner in
charge of all of Egypt? That sounds like a bad
idea.

Yonatan restates Shayna’s question. Rather than
pushing a particular interpretation, Yonatan makes
sure that the other students in the class understand
Shayna’s question. In other words, he facilitates
their entry into the conversation.

Shayna: Ya!

Shayna confirms that Yonatan has accurately
paraphrased her question.

Teacher: That sounds like a bad idea. Jon and then Yonatan facilitates the discussion identifying the
Amy
next two students to speak.
Jon: I think two things. Did he give him the
Jon’s comment is confusing. It’s not quite clear
privilege to interpret the dreams and the
what he is saying.
privilege to be second in command of Egypt? He
could have said: “You’re a prisoner why would
you get to be second in command of Egypt? And
I think for you, you tried to interpret someone’s
dreams and you got it wrong!”
Teacher: That could be dangerous. Yes, Amy?

Yonatan validates Jon’s comment and moves on to
the next student.

Amy: Pharaoh doesn’t know he was in prison!
Potiphar does!

Amy argues that Pharaoh is not aware that Joseph
was in jail, only Potiphar, the high ranking Egyptian
official whose wife Joseph allegedly seduced,
knows. If Pharaoh didn’t know that Joseph was a
prisoner, the textual problem of him appointing a
prisoner to an important role disappears.Yonatan is
able to hold back for the few seconds it takes for
another student to step in.

Jon: It says, “There is a guy in prison named Joseph
and he can interpret dreams really well!” (Jon
jumps out of his seat excitedly pointing at the
text.)

Jon recognizes that the text contradicts Amy’s
argument. He cites the referral of Joseph to
Pharaoh where Pharaoh’s servant clearly tells
Pharaoh that Joseph is in prison.

Amy to Jon: Well how do you know Pharaoh
doesn’t forget stuff?!

Amy attempts to defend her reading arguing that
Pharaoh may have forgotten this earlier interaction
with his servant.

Teacher: Ah you think Pharaoh forgot suddenly?

Yonatan restates Amy’s defense, perhaps to make
sure that the other students understand what she is
trying to argue.

Jon: No!!!!
Shayna calls out: No, it was the same day!
Amy: So?!
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Rabbi Goldman
Rabbi Goldman is an ultra-Orthodox Jew teaching in an Orthodox Jewish
day school. Before coming to the school he teaches in, he taught part time
and learned in yeshiva (religious seminary) part time. He has been teaching
at his current school for 4 years. In his initial interview he explained very
clearly why he prioritized student interpretive work:
[My goal] is to try to get them to think on their own. There are still some students
who have trouble just by thinking. They want to be told the answer. What’s the
answer? They write it down and they want to memorize it and just send it back.
And that doesn’t help them with their skills and being able to figure things out. I
like to get them to be able to think on their own, because they internalize it much
more if they can think about it. It becomes more of them.

Rabbi Goldman was very clear about how he wanted to teach and why. And,
his classroom teaching embodied this vision.
In one class, Rabbi Goldman’s fourth-grade students were studying the
story at the end of Genesis where Jacob’s entire family travels to Egypt to
escape famine (see Table 9). One student noticed that when the text lists the
travelers’ names, the wives of Jacob’s sons are not mentioned. She asked
Rabbi Goldman what happened to the wives. Instead of answering her, he
posed the question to the class.
The biblical text includes an inherent ambiguity: The wives are reported to
have departed for Egypt, but are not included in the final count of people
who traveled to Egypt. In class, Rabbi Goldman’s students discussed possible
resolutions to this ambiguity (see Table 10).
This portrait captures the flavor of text discussion in Rabbi Goldman’s
class. A student generated the initial question and Rabbi Goldman posed
it to the class (teacher move #1 and #2). Students were then allowed to
throw out ideas and debate them. Often, they referred to textual evidence
to generate questions and to challenge one another’s interpretations.
Rabbi Goldman did not interfere except to facilitate student interpretation. He posed student questions to the class, framed student interpretations, and juxtaposed conflicting interpretations. He did not take sides, he
did not declare which interpretation was right (teacher move #3 and #4).
Reminiscent of Yonatan’s class, the discussion was textual and studentdriven. Of course, there were times when Rabbi Goldman adopted transmission pedagogy, usually at the beginning of a text discussion when
going over translation, but the overall emphasis in text discussion in his
was open-ended, student-driven inquiry. Of the 34 total topical episodes
in his observed classes, 29 were coded as interpretive facilitation.
Appendix C includes a complete breakdown of Rabbi Goldman’s classroom observations.

Did the wives also go down to Egypt?
Genesis 46:5 Then Jacob went on from Beer-sheba; and the sons of Jacob took their
father and their little ones and their wives in the wagons, which Pharaoh had sent for
them. 6 And they took their cattle and all the goods which they had got in the land
of Canaan, and came to Egypt, even Jacob and all his children: 7 His sons and his
sons’ sons, his daughters and his daughters’ sons and all his family he took with him
into Egypt. 8 And these are the names of the children of Israel who came into Egypt,
even Jacob and all his sons: Reuben, Jacob’s oldest son; 9 And the sons of Reuben:
Hanoch and Pallu and Hezron and Carmi; 10 And the sons of Simeon: Jemuel and
Jamin and Ohad and Jachin and Zohar and Shaul, the son of a woman of Canaan; 11
And the sons of Levi: Gershon, Kohath, and Merari; 12 And the sons of Judah: Er and
Onan and Shelah and Perez and Zerah: but Er and Onan had come to their death in
the land of Canaan; and the sons of Perez were Hezron and Hamul. 13 And the sons
of Issachar: Tola and Puah and Job and Shimron; 14 And the sons of Zebulun: Sered
and Elon and Jahleel; 15 All these, together with his daughter Dinah, were the
children of Leah, whom Jacob had by her in Paddan-aram; they were thirty-three in
number. 16 And the sons of Gad: Ziphion and Haggi, Shuni and Ezbon, Eri and Arodi
and Areli; 17 And the sons of Asher: Jimnah and Ishvah and Ishvi and Beriah, and
Sarah, their sister; and the sons of Beriah: Heber and Malchiel. 18 These are the
children of Zilpah, whom Laban gave to his daughter Leah, and Jacob had these
sixteen children by her. 19 The sons of Jacob’s wife Rachel: Joseph and Benjamin. 20
And Joseph had Manasseh and Ephraim in the land of Egypt, by Asenath, the
daughter of Poti-phera, priest of On. 21 And the sons of Benjamin were Belah and
Becher and Ashbel, Gera and Naaman, Ehi and Rosh, Muppim and Huppim and Ard.
22 All these were the children of Rachel whom Jacob had by her, fourteen persons.
23 And the son of Dan was Hushim. 24 And the sons of Naphtali: Jahzeel and Guni
and Jezer and Shillem. 25 These were the children of Bilhah, whom Laban gave to his
daughter Rachel, seven persons. 26 All the persons who came with Jacob into Egypt,
the offspring of his body, were sixty-six, without taking into account the wives of
Jacob’s sons. 27 And the sons of Joseph whom he had in Egypt were two. Seventy
persons of the family of Jacob came into Egypt.
(JPS translation)

Table 9. Text of Genesis 46.
According to verse 5 it sounds like the wives did go down to Egypt. Though verse 8
says, “children of Israel,” each verse only lists sons. If the total number of persons to
come down to Egypt was 70 (verse 27), and 66 men were listed as coming down in the
previous verses, the math seems to imply that the wives did not come down to Egypt
(there were 11 wives, one for each of the 11 brothers).
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Table 10. Rabbi Goldman’s interpretive facilitation episode.
Classroom Interaction
Batya: Rabbi Goldman, what about the wives?

Commentary
Batya asks Rabbi Goldman an open-ended
question: what about the wives?

Teacher: Oh, that was going to be my question. Let’s see, it Rabbi Goldman poses the question to the class.
doesn’t seem to list that their wives came down.
Batya: Maybe the wives weren’t Jewish.
Binny: The wives weren’t Bnei Yisrael (the Children of Israel).
Teacher: You want to say the wives weren’t part of Bnei
Yisrael, they were Cananim. There is an explanation like
that; perhaps they were Cananim. And maybe they
Mashi suggests that perhaps the trip to Egypt
came down with them, but they weren’t part of the
was supposed to be short, so the wives didn’t
nation. Could be.
come.
Mashi: Maybe the wives didn’t go because they didn’t
know they’d be there for a long time.
Teacher: Ah, so Mashi is suggesting a different
possibility that maybe the wives didn’t come.

Rabbi Goldman restates Mashi’s interpretation.

Shalom: But then how can that be when pasuk hey
(verse 5) says (reads the Hebrew), “The sons of Jacob
took their father and their little ones and their wives
on the wagons.”

Shalom challenges Mashi’s interpretation with
evidence from the text, pointing to verse 5, which
describes the wives getting on the carriages
headed for Egypt.

Teacher: So Shalom is saying, ‘Well we learned from pasuk Rabbi Goldman restates Shalom’s challenge
hey (verse 5)… let’s put it on the board. Sounds pretty and pushes the class to come up with a
clear. Do we have a different interpretation of “Yaakov different way to read the verse.
got up and he lifted Bnei Yisrael, the children and the
wives onto the wagon?”
Ayelet: Maybe something happened on the way.

Ayalet tries to reconcile both Shalom’s reading
of verse 5 and Mashi’s interpretation that the
wives didn’t go to Egypt. Ayelet suggests that
perhaps the wives went, but never arrived there.
Something happened to them on the way.

Teacher: Ah Ayalet is saying it (verse 5) doesn’t
(explicitly) say they went. Maybe something
happened. Maybe they got on the wagon to go but
then something happened. Maybe.

Rabbi Goldman restates Ayelet’s interpretation.
Rabbi Goldman uses language the keeps the
conversation open (saying “maybe” three times).

Sarah: But if the wives did go then that would be more Sarah points out that the text concludes by
than seventy people.
stating that seventy people came with Jacob to
Egypt. Because the text also lists sixty six men,
Sarah explains, if the wives were there the
number should have been higher than seventy.
Teacher: Right that was sort of the original question, if the Rabbi Goldman takes Sarah’s comment as an
wives did come then why does it say seventy? So we have opportunity to review the different
one answer that maybe it only includes the family and not interpretations offered by students in the class.
people who married in, that’s one answer. Mashi is
suggesting that maybe it says seventy because maybe
they didn’t go.
Rivka: After that, (verse 6) it says only children.

Rivka offers additional textual evidence to
support Mashi’s interpretation that the wives
didn’t actually come down to Egypt.

Teacher: So are you saying that’s excluding the wives?
Maybe it’s excluding the wives. “Yaakov and his
children,” it doesn’t say “their wives.” Very interesting.
There are two sides here!

Rabbi Goldman restates Rivka’s point. “There are
two sides here,” he exclaims, excited that students
have found textual evidence to support both the
idea that the wives did come down and that the
idea they didn’t come down.
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Table 11. Teachers’ pedagogies in classroom observation.
Matan
Yonatan
Rachel
Rabbi G
Ruth
Aaron

Interpretive Facilitation
1
38
1
29
4
3

Transmission
20
9
26
5
11
35

Discussion
This study set out to explore the pedagogies adopted by Jewish studies teachers
committed to cultivating students’ independent interpretation and meaning
making of classical Jewish texts. It hoped to help fill out a more complete
empirical landscape of how Jewish studies teachers teach Jewish texts. In the
end, despite its intention to create an exclusive sample of teachers teaching
toward student interpretation and meaning making, only two of the six teachers
actually fit this description. Remarkably, though, these two teachers adopted an
almost identical pedagogy. Moreover, the four teachers who taught in a more
traditional manner, transmitting Jewish knowledge and ideas, also adopted a
uniform pedagogy. In this way, this study offers not only a detailed portrait of
the previously undocumented Jewish studies pedagogy, interpretive facilitation,
but also a detailed portrait of the better known Jewish studies pedagogy,
transmission. While the latter has been discussed in other empirical research,
it has never before been operationalized into five identifiable teacher moves.
The question remains though, as to the significance of these two pedagogies.
This article opened with a discussion of two widely shared priorities for Jewish
education. First, students should emerge from their Jewish education literate in
Jewish knowledge and ideas. Second, students should emerge feeling like they
can access Jewish texts on their own, adding their own voices and novel
interpretations. One would assume that transmission pedagogy works to
accomplish the first priority and interpretive facilitation pedagogy works to
accomplish the second priority. But I would like to suggest that Jewish day
schools may reap greater gains by focusing on the second priority and helping
Jewish studies teachers develop their facility with interpretive facilitation
pedagogy when teaching classical Jewish texts. Of course, I am not the first
to advocate for a student-centered, text pedagogy in Jewish studies classrooms.
Shargel (2013), for example, argues in favor of what she calls “dialogical
education in the Jewish classroom.” She suggests that this sort of text pedagogy
provides students the important opportunity to flesh out their Jewish values,
explore theological and philosophical questions, and develop their Jewish
identity. But I would go one step further. I would suggest that the pedagogy
of interpretive facilitation may even be the most effective pedagogy for developing students who are literate in Jewish knowledge and ideas.
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Despite the move in American Jewry to place the responsibly of transmitting Jewish values and ways of life on Jewish schools, and by extension the
responsibility of Jewish continuity (Ackerman, 1969; Pomson, 2008;
Wertheimer, 1999), day schools may not be up to the task. If there is not a
holistic home-school environment that regularly reinforces what is being
transmitted in those classrooms, the impact of that Jewish knowledge may
be encapsulated in the classroom (Engeström, 1991). This means that despite
teachers’ best efforts to fill “the empty vessels” in their classroom, students
will not be able to activate that knowledge anywhere outside of the classroom. This raises the question about the long-term effects of these two
pedagogies. Might it be that even the most faithful implementation of
transmission pedagogy will fail to create literate, knowledgeable Jewish students? Perhaps the structural limitations of school make “exporting Jewish
literacy” an impossibility.
Learning to approach classical Jewish texts with a stance of interpretation
and meaning making, on the other hand, is much more likely to facilitate a
transfer of study to settings outside of the classroom. Once divorced from a
dependence on authoritative experts, in this case, the teacher, classical Jewish
texts become another canvass for students to engage in the lifelong activity of
meaning making. In arguing for classrooms that prioritize student-centered
pedagogies like the pedagogy of interpretive facilitation, education theorist
Gorden Wells (1999) explains that the “issue is not whether students should
engage with ‘what is known,’ but the manner and time of the encounter” (p.
90). When students are given the opportunity “to formulate their own
theories, to test them in various ways, and to submit them to critical evaluation by their peers, then they can most fully appreciate the contributions that
have been made [before them]” (p. 90). In other words, it may be that both
priorities of Jewish education, Jewish literacy and independent interpretation,
are ultimately achievable when teachers start with the pedagogy of interpretive facilitation. If schools can develop independent text learners then Jewish
literacy follows as a necessary partner in the life long endeavor of text study.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Teacher Initial Interview Protocol
Background
–
–
–
–

How did you get into teaching?
Tell me about your training in Hebrew Bible.
Tell me about your teacher training.
Tell me a short history of your teaching career leading up to your current position.

Teaching
–
–
–
–
–

Tell me about the curriculum overall for this grade in Jewish studies.
Walk me through a typical unit lesson plan for a Hebrew Bible unit.
What are the goals, skills, content for your students that shape your teaching?
What do you hope your students’ relationships to Hebrew Bible will ultimately be?
What are your goals specifically when conducting whole class discussions?

Teaching Growth

∘ Tell me about any mentorship or professional development opportunities you’ve had since
beginning your teaching career?

∘ Were there any that were particularly significant to you? Which ones? Why?
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Appendix B: Codebook for Classroom Transcripts
Code
Classroom
Logistics

CL

Decision Rule
Classroom logistics refers to moments in
class where the students and teacher
discussed something not related to the
text but having to do with the class at
large (schedule, homework questions,
etc.).

Transmission TRAN
Lecture
LEC
Lecture
referred to moments in class when a
student asked an open-ended question
and the teacher responded with an
authoritative answer.

Example
Teacher: Laura?
Laura: So first of all I was surprised with
how fast this went to us actually yelling
at each other. And I have to say. . . .
Teacher: How fast the text went?
Laura: No how fast this argument started
completely exploding.
Teacher: Yes.
(Aaron Class #3)
Sarah: What if you’re starving and you’re
going to die if you don’t eat?
Teacher: Ah! Sorry, I know it is chaotic
but Sarah asked a very good question.
Sarah, will you put your hand up and ask
again? Sarah? Aaron and Rob, please
listen.
Sarah: So I was just wondering, what if
you’re going to die and you like starve
because you were really stupid and you
didn’t save enough?
Teacher: So David, you mentioned earlier
one of the things our community did in
order to protect those might starve. What
did we do?
David: Gleaning.
Teacher: We left 10% of the field around
the outside for people who were starving
to come and get it.
David: Ya but . . .
Teacher: Shh. The other answer is usually
different lands had different Sabbath
years. It has to do with when you started
working the land. So if you had five fields
and you got hold of them at separate
times, 7 years after you got a hold of it,
this one has to have a Sabbath, but these
four don’t. Seven years from the time you
got this field you have to let it have a
Sabbath but these ones don’t. Seven
years for this field. So you rotate your
fields. It’s called rotating crops. It has
been proven by all scientific people who
work with this that it is an extremely
effective way to keep the land fertile. So
not only is it decreed by apparently God
to Moses and Moses to us but we also
know that there is a fantastic agricultural
reason for why this is useful.
(Rachel Class #1)

(Continued )
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(Continued).
Code
Test Question TEST

InitiationResponseEvaluation

Interpretive

IRE

Decision Rule
Sometimes these questions were
questions that only had one correct
answer—e.g., who was the first king of
Israel? More often, these questions were
questions that could have been authentic
questions, having no obvious right answer,
but revealed themselves as test questions
as the teacher evaluated the students’
answers.

Example
Type #1:
Teacher: Matt, what is the name of the
code of responsibilities that the Israelites
and God agreed upon?
Matt: Ah, the Torah?
Teacher: And the Torah contains in it a
certain agreement?
Matt: The ten commandments.
Teacher: Not necessarily. What does the
Torah contain in it?
Matt: The Brit.
Teacher: Yes.
(Matan Class # 1)
Type #2:
Teacher: So why doesn’t God stop Yiftah?
What’s the problem here?
Ariella: Because it was a test.
Ben: Because it was a trade.
Dara: Because it was a promise.
Teacher: So Ariella said because it was a
test. Yes. How could this have been a
test?
(Aaron Class #1)
This pattern of teacher discourse started Teacher: Why is Beit Lehem important?
with a test question. The teacher then
Eva? Why is Beit Lehem important?
evaluated student responses, and then
Eva: Because that’s where he (David)
moved into telling. Often, only through
lives.
identifying the IRE sequence, did it
Sammy: Isn’t that where Jesus is from
become clear that a teacher question had too?
been a test question.
Teacher: Yes, but Jesus didn’t exist yet. So
we can hold off on that. Why is
Bethlehem important to us? Where else
have we seen it? Who did they bury
there?
Lily: I think it’s Abraham.
Teacher: No, it’s Rahel. So Bethlehem is
important because that’s where kever
Rahel (Rachel’s grave) is, that’s where
Rahel died. All the patriarchs and
matriarchs are buried in the kever
makpela in Hebron, but not Rahel. She
was buried in Beit Lehem. So it’s kind of a
holy site for us. So David is coming from
a holy site, and that is also important.
(Aaron Class #2)
Facilitation
IF

(Continued )
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(Continued).
Code
Authentic
Question

Decision Rule
AUTH Authentic questions are open-ended
questions posed in class. It became clear
as classroom discourse unfolded that the
teacher did not have a “right” answer in
mind.

Restatement
of Student
Question

STQ

Restatement
of Student
Comment

STC

Uptake
Question

UPTQ This is the final signature facilitative move
in the pedagogy of interpretive facilitation.
It describes times when the teacher would
ask students follow up questions to their
comment during a longer discussion of a
topic.

This is a signature facilitative move in the
pedagogy of interpretive facilitation. It
describes times when the teacher would
re-pose a student question for the class to
discuss instead of offering his or her own
answer. The reposing of the student
question often marked the beginning of
an interpretive facilitation topical episode.
This is another signature facilitative move
in the pedagogy of interpretive facilitation.
It describes times when the teacher would
restate a student comment instead of
evaluating it.

Example
Teacher: Now I get to ask my question,
but it probably Jared’s question and
Atara’s question too. Are you ready
Jonah? For the last 10 minutes I’ve been
asking a bunch of second graders to tell
me what the dream means. Almost
everyone wrote something. So how is it
that when Pharaoh called all the wise
men of Egypt none of them could answer
it? I asked second graders and you’re
only eight or nine and you seem to be
doing a great job.
(Yonatan Class #3)
S: Why didn’t he just do it? Why does he
have to have his son do it?
Teacher: Why can’t he just do it? Alright,
that touches on Mica’s question also, why
is Menashe the one doing it? Isn’t Yoseph
in charge? Why doesn’t he do it himself?
What do you all say?
(Rabbi Goldman Class #1)
Moshe: A normal servant is a random
guy, like oh can you put this in the
backpack. You can’t trust him. Usually
you give the job to someone you trust,
your best friend or something.
Teacher: So maybe you give it to
someone you trust. That’s a good answer.
Your own son you can trust. Especially
now he’s telling him put the money back
in their sacks. This is something you need
to be trusting the guy that he’s not going
to tell anyone that he’s doing this.
(Rabbi Goldman Class #1)
(Questions being discussed: Why does
Joseph offer one interpretation for
Pharaoh’s two different dreams? How are
the dreams connected?)
Aaron: I have an interpretation of the two
dreams. Some cows need food to live so
if there’s a bad harvest it might also kill
some cows, or at least make them not
good.
Teacher: Aaron, you know what I like
about your observation? That shows that
they’re connected. But now I’m confused.
Because according to your idea I think
that it’s the corn dream that should have
come first and the cow dream that
should have come second. What do you
say?
(Yonatan, Class #3)

(Continued )
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(Continued).
Code
Teacher
Conclusion

Decision Rule
TCON This code marked those times that an
interpretive facilitation topical episode
clearly came to a close. It describes
moments when the teacher would
announce that he was moving the class to
the next topic.

Example
Teacher: Okay, let’s go to the next pasuk
(verse). So he tells Maneshe, ‘Maneshe I
want you to fill up the bags.’ Obviously
you do this in private when nobody sees.
At night probably, when nobody sees.
(Rabbi Goldman Class #1)

Appendix C: Teachers’ Pedagogies Coded
As described in the Methods section, classroom transcripts were divided into topical episodes
that received one of four mutually exclusive codes (see Appendix B, Class Transcript
Codebook, for a description of the codes). This process of coding suggested that each teacher
in the study relied heavily on a particular pedagogy (bolded). See Table 11.

